ETF Securities FX Research:
A global recession is just hype
What’s in store for the ECB and the Euro

Summary

- Market dynamics in 2016 indicate that investors fret over the possibility of a global recession. There is little evidence or likelihood of this happening.
- Central bank policy is bowing to market pressure to raise stimulus. The same stimulus measures that once had an impact are failing and new ideas are needed.
- The Euro appears headed higher as the ECB again disappoints the market.

Not the end of the world

During 2016, share markets have mostly been in freefall, (in line with bond yields), and global asset volatility has surged. Investors appear concerned that the global economy is about to experience a recession. In turn, markets are expecting and most central banks seem willing to provide fresh stimulus to support economic activity. While such actions can produce a short-term impetus for risk appetite, it is unlikely to provide a sustained improvement in the underlying economy. New thinking is needed.

While investors are concerned about another global slowdown, and that market weakness could provide a negative feedback loop to the real economy, there appears little evidence of this occurring. The value of more and more of the same QE and lower and lower rates appears dubious, as does the reality surrounding recession fears. Economic data shows that activity isn’t stellar but it not in recession territory as investors fear.

The US and the UK economies remain robust, with good growth rates around 2%, and unemployment back near pre-crisis levels. Swedish Q4 2015 growth rose to the highest level in four years.

Eurozone unemployment remains elevated but has reached the lowest level in four years. Services sector buoyancy is offsetting weakness in manufacturing and overall growth is hovering at 1.5%. Even concern over the European banking sector seems misplaced. Although loan growth is stagnant, margins appear stable and non-performing loans have been falling for around 12 months, down 30% since the March 2014 peak.

Clearly oil exporters like Canada and Norway are struggling and require stimulus. However, other commodity currency countries (Australia and New Zealand) and faring well, with growth rates in the 2-3% range. Japanese growth has been stagnant for many years, despite some evidence of gaining traction. Nonetheless, negative rate environment has not assisted the real economy or kick-started inflationary forces. And the strong currency is hurting the Swiss economy, which is weakening sharply.

Who’s been doing what?

The main policy that G10 central banks have been implementing have been similar: a combination of asset purchases, so called quantitative easing (QE) and lowering interest rates (some into negative territory). While the impact of such policies appear to be losing their potency, policymakers appear to be pandering to market whims and simply responding to rising asset volatility.

Over the past year, six of the G10 central banks have cut rates and three are below zero, and appear ready to do more. At some point, moving rates further negative will either force banks to lend to increasing risky borrowers or enforce negative rates on its customers (potentially causing depositor flight). In an uncertain economic environment, neither choice is very palatable for banks. This leaves the option of central banks pushing rates further into negative territory as one that has limited gains and could keep FX volatility elevated.
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Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Inflation expectations are significantly correlated to oil prices, a weight on inflation that is generally accepted by central bankers to be a temporary influence. Accordingly, central banks shouldn’t be reacting to the volatility that the oil price movements are having on overall market sentiment. We feel that volatility is moderating and knee jerk policy reactions are likely to be a mistake and generate unintended consequences.

Interest rate differentials matter for currencies in any environment, but particularly when yield is such a scarce commodity as it is currently. In order to have a sustained impact on the local currency (the so-called easy win for efficiency gains), the central bank has to do more than its competitors, something that isn’t happening. Central banks need to send positive signals to market participants if they believe (as we do) that the global recovery remains on a recovery path. Buying riskier debt instruments within the QE program can help restore some normalcy to government bond markets by switching more QE demand to private sector debt markets.

Composition of ECB balance sheet remains firmly skewed to government debt purchases. The ECB’s Public Sector Purchase program, of which the vast majority is sovereign bonds, accounts for over 75% of its QE asset purchases. The main difference between the Asset Backed Security Purchase Program (ABSPP) and the Covered Bond Purchase Program (CBPP3) schemes is that covered bond purchases remain on the balance sheet of the banks and purchases under ABSPP program can help relieve balance sheet stress of the banking sector because the debt pool is taken off balance sheet – something that investors have been acutely worried by in recent months. Nonetheless, both programs can help lift demand for the underlying bonds and motivate lending to (riskier sectors of) the real economy, as rates remain historically low, thereby repairing the credit transmission mechanism and supporting growth. The ECB could also loosen the criteria for eligibility for the ABSPP and CBPP3 programs.

Without further risk taking from the ECB and its ability to differentiate itself from other central banks in terms of generic QE and declining rates, the Euro is likely to reverse course and become a burden for the economic union’s trade volumes. The ECB has consistently over promised and under delivered and we expect next week’s meeting to again disappoint.

**The impact on currency?**

The beggar thy neighbour nature of central bank stimulus on currencies appears to be very myopic, short-lived and unlikely to have a sustained (if any) impact on trade. The idea that efficiency gains can drive rising export volumes seems flawed. The ‘J-curve effect’ is likely to take several months before improvement is seen in trade volumes. The UK and the US are the top two trading partners for the Eurozone countries, accounting for around 25% of total exports outside the Euro Area. In order for a meaningful improvement in trade, a sustainable depreciation in the Euro is required. This will not happen if the ECB continues its recent method of promising more than it delivers.

Additionally, rising FX market volatility has certainly been a factor in curbing the ambition of policymakers seeking competitive depreciations of local currencies, by limiting the timeframe of the currency response to policy changes.

**Draghi to the rescue?**

The next policy signpost is this week’s ECB meeting. Expectations remain high that the central bank will cut interest rates further and add to its QE program. Although most G10 central banks do not have a specific currency mandate (objective), it comes as no surprise that central bank policy indirectly impacts currencies. ECB President Draghi noted at its January meeting that, ‘it’s pretty clear that our actions have an effect on the exchange rate’. Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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